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following steps: 
(1) Detect and distinguish surrounding objects. 
(2) Establish a boot judgment mechanism. 
(3) Only signal of the human body approaching can turn on system. 
The invention includes the following devices: 
Sensor for judging surrounding objects; 
Device for controlling switch machine; 
In short, the invention purpose is to avoid accidents caused by 
accidentally power on the system without your knowledge. 
Invention title 
 





 The present invention discloses a technology and method for preventing 
 
 accidentally touch power button to power up laptop, including the  
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(1) Problem end user encounters. 
Given the fact that end user usually puts the laptop in the backpack 
and if accidentally touch the power switch, the system will be turned on 
without your knowledge and cause damage or accident. 
 
 
(2) Motivation for the idea. 
This idea is derived from the fact that when the user puts the laptop 
in the backpack, it may accidentally touch the power switch and cause the 
system to boot. We plan to install a circle around the power switch 
(proximity sensor). 
Since the proximity sensor can detect the signal of the human body 
approaching, when the user touches the power switch of the notebook 
computer with his hand, the system judges that the user touches the power 
switch, and the system will only turn on when the user touches it. 
When the power switch is accidentally hit by other objects, the system 
will not turn on because the proximity sensor does not detect the proximity 
of the human body. 
Please refer to Figure 1, when the power switch of the mechanical design 
notebook computer is on the side (the yellow circle in Figure 1), sometimes 
the system will boot due to accidental collision. 
We install a circle of proximity sensors around the power switch (the 
red coil in Figure 1), so that the system will only perform the boot action 
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(3) Problems Solved. 
 
 Avoid accidentally touching the power switch, causing the system to 




(4) Detailed description of the concept. 
The entire system architecture is as shown in Figure 2. When the power 
switch is pressed, when the EC receives the power-on signal, it will ask 
whether the proximity sensor has received a signal of human proximity. 
When there is a signal of human proximity, the EC will notify the system 
South bridge, and then start to perform the system boot action. On the 
contrary, if there is no human body approaching signal, the EC will regard 
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